Foundations for a Phase III human immunodeficiency virus vaccine trial: A decade of Thai-U.S. Army collaborative research.
As part of the response of the Royal Thai Army to the outbreak of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in Thailand, a collaboration was established with the U.S. Army to jointly work toward the development of vaccines for the prevention of HIV infection. During the first decade of this collaboration, studies have been carried out in the diverse disciplines that are crucial to providing the foundations for efficacy trials of candidate HIV vaccines. Studies of host, pathogen, and vaccine interventions included studies of viral diversity, epidemiology, disease course, potential vaccine cohorts, and Phase I/II clinical trials. Collaborations were expanded to other Thai institutions and to overseas partners, resulting in the Thai AIDS Vaccine Evaluation Group. The efforts of these collaborations resulted in the development of candidate vaccines specifically designed for use in Thailand, and sequential evaluations that have lead to the threshold of the world's next and largest efficacy trial of HIV vaccines.